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Many thanks to writer-facilitator Moe Clark and teacher
Kyle Kraaijeveld.
Thanks to the students for all your poetic skills!
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The Quebec Writers’ Federation and the Centre for Literacy acknowledge
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THE FOOTBALL GAME OF LIFE
life is like a football field
never knowing who’s getting the next pass
or how fake is the grass
football going long like field goal
winning games like real gold
accomplishing your goals like touchdown
having strength to stay off the ground
we all come from one coach
a team working hard to achieve
like fish swimming up stream
J3CKykm.cbs
Zack
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DIARY OF A MIND READER
- Kyle
I didn’t wake up
I made breakfast with my mind
slept in until 1:00pm
ate my breakfast
went into my bosses mind
made him think I was on time
and give me a raise
made an amazing escape
on my skateboard
I had an extraordinary evening
before bed I had a conversation
with my cat
she did nothing but slept
in different rays of sun
that invaded my house through windows
I said good night
and woke up
to repeat the process tomorrow
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PART 1: ORDINARY DAY
- AK the General
Up all night
I’m grindin’
a lot of drama in da’ hood
baby mom ringin’ on my phone
standin’ around Berri, stressin’
waitin’ for a serve
freezin’ to the bone
I feel like I am trapped in a bucket
and it’s all dark
PART 2: SUPER POWER TO SEND PEOPLE BACK IN TIME
- AK the General
No longer up all night
cuz all those I was grindin’ with
I sent back in time
all the drama is resolved
because I sent them back
If I was back
I would’a seen it coming
so I wouldn’t be stressin’
if I could go back in time
I would’a brought a coat
I would’a brought a ladder
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SUPER SPEED
- Blake
wake up at the crack of dawn
3:30 am
go to the bathroom, do my thing
faster than a speeding bullet
I get dressed, eat cheerios and milk
in the blink of an eye
go to school and I’m done
faster than the speed of light
3:31
I’m done
I go to bed
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SUPERSTITIONS:
Special thanks to Gillian Sze for inspiring this exercise to make up our own
superstitions. We also wrote fantastic histories behind the superstitions:

BREAK A DIAMOND...
- Kyle
“Break a diamond and you’ll have 50 years bad luck”
In the year 1881 a man was mining diamonds when he struck one with
his pick ax. The diamond cracked and an evil demon spirit seeped out and
clung on to him for 50 years. In that time he lost all his money, family
and everything he cared for.
So if you break a diamond, run as fast as you can. You might get away
(but probably not).
Scientists in Uzbekistan have been trying to disprove this, but with no
success.
***
“If an orange bird crosses your path
you’ll have a seizure and poop yourself ”
“An acorn at the bottom of your undies
can keep lightening out of the rear end”
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FOUR CREAKS, GET RELEASED
-J3CK.ykm.cbs / Zack
“Four creaks, get released”
While walking in a lock up or jail
if you hear the floor creak four times
in a day, it’s a sign that you will be released
from that lock up or jail
A man who was sentenced to death
was walking to the chair
On his way, the floor creaked four times
then the phone rang
it was the governor on the phone
saying the man was released
before he said “roll on two”
***
“If a blue dog steps on your foot you’ll go bankrupt”
“It is bad luck to sing at a French Montana concert”
“Step on a crack, get attacked”
“When a bird howls, the end is near”
“Break a smoke and you’ll have a stroke”
“Zack’s temper will frighten evil spirits away”
“An acorn in my pocket can make the cops stop it”
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IF A RED CAT CROSSES YOUR PATH...
- Blake
“If a red cat crosses your path,
you’ll be richer than Bill Gates”
The colour red inspires good luck:
to do good things
to make good money
***
“It’s bad luck to sing at the table in front of a jaguar”
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MESSAGE
- AK the General
Family comes first
crew members second
“Benjamin Franklins”
fur trading and other weapons
if you see a midget, don’t
let them walk by
loyalty is a good way
to establish trust
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SENDING A MESSAGE
- Blake
I’m going to send my kids a message
so they don’t end up in a locked unit like me
I don’t want them to make the same mistakes as me
I want them to be smart
have their schooling done
have a good family
a nice house
a nice car
never get involved with police or drugs
I would like my kids to be
straight up
straightforward
hard working
mothers or fathers
to live like normal people
live the rest of their lives relaxing
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UN HOLLOW MIND
- J3CK.ykm.cbs
Zack
I’m a prisoner of my thoughts
try to be hard as a rock
but thoughts about adult court
have me coming up short
it makes me mentally crazy
like a mother awakened by a screaming baby
it makes me anxious and lazy
leads to depression
then my thoughts become hazy
can’t think straight
I try to run away
but these thoughts follow
going insane
I wanna empty my brain
and make these thoughts hollow
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PRISONER OF MY PAST
- Kesoth
I am a prisoner of my past
brings me to depression
never thought about my actions
locked up for robbery
holds me down from success
I wake up everyday thinking
why am I locked up
in this box
I’m not that bad
no need for a chain
around the box
just wait
ain’t going to be that hard
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MY BABY’S MOM
- AK the General
When I was very young I was seeing a girl who was nineteen. I was
seeing her for a couple of months. She really loved me so I decided to
take it more serious and have a baby with her.
We rushed to the MTL hospital. It was early morning, autumn, October
8th. Hospital smells filled the air, babies crying. She was pushing and
screaming. I was happy and drunk.
Now I have a young boy, Shaquille.
I should have been more honest, not have lied about my age. I was a kid
having a kid. I should have been move prepared to have a kid so young.
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LOVE IS UNCONDITIONAL
- J3CKykm.cbs
Zack
Love is non optional
love can put you in the hospital
love can make you fight
it can make you lay awake at night
can hurt your heart
as if it were a knife
can make you sweat and weep
keep you awake for weeks
with not a wink of sleep
but most of all
love is feeling so strong
you can overcome all
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ON YOUR MARK
- Jahvon
Legs bents, hands on the ground
waiting for that familiar sound
“on your mark” all ready to go
who will win this race? I already know
I’m with my friends, in the streets
standing in shadows, being discreet
when will they get here? What will we do?
I need this done and over, this deal to go through
The gun goes off, trigger pulled, POW!
this is what I’ve been waiting for, this moment right now
I’m up in a second, this first hurdle coming fast
every runner but one, I’ve already passed
These guys show up, my hearts in my throat
they don’t know yet, but the gun’s in my coat
they pull out the money, I pull out the gun
everyone freezes, one starts to run
… to be continued…
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DEPRESSURIZE
- Kyle
Coming back from school
3 pm metro rushing down
the tunnel, smell of cigarette
smoke gripping someone’s jacket
smell of peoples’ perspiration
Standing by the door of my metro
cab, listening to my ipad
“Kashmir” blasting in my ear buds
This was one of my ways to depressurize
after a long stressful day of school
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RAINY DAY
- Kesoth
It was a rainy day
to play hockey outside
I watch the rain drip
SLAP SHOT
Black puck hits the stick
I skate across ice to score
I think it went in
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WE ARE THE FIRST
- J3CKykm.cbs
Zack
We live in caves
we are very brave
our children behave
never stressing about AIDs
had to fight to eat
had to be discreet
kill a lion to get our meat
no fear of his plenty teeth
no McDonalds
or drive-throughs
had to grow our own food
called each other brother and sister
not dude
half naked all the time
didn’t have to worry about crime
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MONEY IS MY WIFEY
- AK the General
Money is the rule of Evil
so you know I’m married to her
she treats me good
she gives me what I need
late night; she got me up all night
these days she’s always with me
that is my number one wifey
if Benjamin franklin was alive
he would try and take her away
since she’s always with me
she’ll never sleep with strangers
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- Kesoth
27

PUSH TO NEW HEIGHTS
- Kyle
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YOU DREAM YOURSELF
You dream in
the face of extreme
light
Juani
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Thank you for reading

